
 

 

Hexaware interview question 

TCS client round 

1) Brief yourself 

2)Selenium program to launch browser take screenshot refresh and then takescreenshot then 

compare two screenshot 

3) cucumber frame work explain 

4) exception handling 

5) polymorphism 

6) inheritance used in  

 

Technical round : 1(Telphonic) 

1. Tell about yourself 

2. Rate ur self in selenium webdriver 

3. Framework explanation? 

4. Why we go for POM? 

5. mertis and demerits of POM? 

6. Cucumber and Why? 

7. How to handle windows based pop-up? 

8. Jenkins Cofiguration? 

9. Which Repository ur using? 

10. use of Git? 

11. what is mean by continues integration? 

12. String Builder vs String? 

13. Array list vs vector? 

14. rate Urself in SQL 

15. Procedure? 

16. trigger? 



 

17. how to execute procedure? 

18. cursor? types? 

19. Drop and delete? 

 

Manager Round: (F2F) 

1. Brief about you 

2. Project Explanation? 

3. last project Methodology? 

4. to whom ur reporting in the last project? 

5. Structure of your team ? 

6. from whom will you get the requierments? 

7. tell brief about your TEst cases Writing ? 

8. areas you cover in Test Cases? 

9. do u automate all the test cases? if not tel me the percentage ? 

10. current project Wat methodology u have used? 

11. Agile? 

12. Advantage and disadvantages of Agile? 

13. How long was the sprint duration? 

14. who will giveProduct BackLog ? 

15. On what basis you write the Test Cases? 

16. Scrum Ceremonioes? 

17. Sprint RetroSpective meeting? 

18. Does your project is in live? 

19. Tell me the website 

20. Which company your working? 

21. Any landmark near your company? 

 

Client Round: 

1. Tell about yourself 

2. ru familier in writing Codes? 



 

3. Write a code to find the Word "Cricket" from a webpage without using WebElement? write from 

Imports? and explain?  

4. Oops concept? 

5. Encapsulation? were have u used in ur project? 

6. inheritance? were have u used in ur project? 

7. interface vs abstract class? 

8. one Scenario: 

   i have a try catch block, there is an exception in Try i catched the exception in catch block but i 

m intensionally adding a new exception in catch block does the code execute?if yes wats the 

problem? if no whats the problem? 

9.Exception and any 10 exception u have faced in Real time? 

10. Waits ? and scenario that you have used waits? 

11. components of STLC? 

 

 


